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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
 

The following instructions should be read 

carefully before using the SenSlip  
 

How the SenSlip  Works 

Fitting & Wearing Your  SenSlip 

Looking After Your SenSlip 

 

  
 

 
 

 

How the SenSlip Works 

 

The SenSlip Undergarment has been designed as 

an Artificial or Synthetic Foreskin for the 

circumcised penis. 

 

When a penis is circumcised the protective foreskin 

is removed leaving the glans or head of the penis 

exposed.  The glans is designed to be moist and 

very sensitive to touch and feel.  When the foreskin 

is removed some functions of the penis are lost 

forever. 

 

The surface membrane of the glans becomes de-

sensitized and thickens by up to twelve times its 

normal thickness.  This process is called 

‘keratinization’. 

 

Although the SenSlip can never replace a real 

foreskin it does act as a protective cover to the 

glans and like a natural foreskin prevents chaffing 

and rubbing against clothing. 

 

When the SenSlip is worn, immediate protection is 

provided and over time the natural process of ‘de-

keratinization’ and re-sensitization of the glans 

begins.  An increase in sensitivity can be achieved 

within ten to fourteen days. 

 

 

    Caution 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

            The SenSlip Undergarment is not suitable for males under 
                    the age of eighteen years. 

 
                     For further information on the SenSlip product please visit our 

                  FAQ website:   www.viafin-atlas.com 
                  or email us at   www.info@viafin-atlas.com 

 

            

 
 

 

                  
 

             Units No: 15 & 16 Lancaster Road 
          Sarum Business Park 
           Salisbury   SP4 6EA 

           Wiltshire 
           United Kingdom. 

 
          www.viafin-atlas.com 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

The SenSlip can be adjusted for different lengths 

of penis.  This is discussed on the next page. 
 
 

“The vast majority of the world’s adult male 

population are intact and for all the right reasons 

wish to keep the foreskin that they were born 

with”.  They know. 
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This product contains natural 
rubber latex which may cause 
allergic reactions.  Safe use of 

this product by or on latex-
sensitive individuals has not 

been established. 
 

been established. 
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